Guide to Field Forms
Please contact us at support@cowsense.com or 800-584-0040 for any questions or assistance.
Field Forms are a feature in Cow Sense NxGen designed to provide easily accessible forms for
data collection in the field. Many of the Processing Wizards provide an option to export a Field Form to a
spreadsheet to organize collected data. However, these standardized, report format Field Forms are
designed to be a quick one-stop-shop for the user to print and record data for the task at hand.
These Field Forms are organized to record data in the same format as the corresponding Cow
Sense data entry screen. They may either be printed (click on the printer icon at the top of the page) or
saved as a PDF document (click on the arrow icon).

Field Forms are available for many common situations, including Herd Setup, Breeding, Preg
Check, Calving, Weaning, Yearling, and Herd Health. The idea is to have data in the same categories and
in the same order as required or selected to use in each function’s corresponding Process Wizard. If data
has been previously recorded in Cow Sense and that field is included in a Field Form, that entry will be
included and printed to the form.
Some types of Field Forms are blank, or designed for Animal IDs to
be recorded on the forms. Other Field Forms include a list of selected animals
for which data is to be entered. Animals included in these forms are driven
by the selections made in Standard Reports>Options. Choices include
Select by Status and Type, Select by Calving Season, and Select Marked.
Refer to the NGG_002 Standard Reports Guide for further information on
selecting records. In addition, information displayed in Field Forms is
based on the required fields for each Wizard. If more optional fields are
desired, open the appropriate wizard (Manage > Process). Advance through
the Wizard screens, to the Select Optional Fields. Toggle on the additional
fields relevant to your operation that you want displayed on your field forms.
To Access the Field Forms from the task pane on the left, click Manage >
Field Forms.
Herd Setup
The Herd Setup Field Form is designed to gather basic data to enter animal records in a new
herd, or add any number of new animals into Cow Sense. This form includes the Cow Sense required
fields (Type and Status) that are necessary to add an animal record to your herd.
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Breeding
Opening the Breeding Field Form first gives an option to enter how many breedings you would
like to record for an animal. Each animal will be included in the list multiple times if a multiple number
of breedings were selected. Multiple breedings would be recorded if the animal was bred via AI multiple
times, or was bred AI and then turned out with a herd bull for natural service clean up.

Animals displayed in this form are those that are selected in the Standard Reports > Options. In this
example we chose “Marked Animals”. The fields used in the Breeding Wizard are displayed in this Field
Form. However, not all fields all relevant for both AI and natural service breeding, so information would
not necessarily need to be recorded in every data field.

Preg Check
The Preg Check Field Form can be very useful when recording the results of pregnancy
evaluation. Like the Breeding Form, in this example we chose “Marked Animals” from the the Standard
Reports > Options. Fields for data entry include Preg Status and Preg Check Date. Additional fields may
be added if desired by opening the Maintenance Wizard, selecting Preg Check, and checking any of the
Optional Fields.
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Calving
The Calving Field Form will display the tag numbers for the cows selected in Standard Reports >
Options. In this example, Status of “Active and Type of “Breeding Cow” is selected. The default fields
are those that are required by the Calving Wizard. Additional options may be selected by opening the
wizard and selecting other fields. Common optional fields that could be helpful to record at calving may
include Birth Weight, Calving Ease, Twin Code, and Nurse Code. The Calving Field Form appears in
two parts, as the required information doesn’t all fit on one page.

Weaning
The Weaning Field Form is driven by the Standard Report>Options selections (shown here as
Calving Season) and the Weaning Wizard required fields. Optional fields are available by stepping
through the Weaning Wizard and selecting any additional Optional Fields desired. The Weaning Field
Form will be displayed in multiple parts to include all data fields.
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Yearling
The Yearling Field Form includes the records selected in Standard Reports>Options (shown here
as Calving Season), and the Data Fields required by the Yearling Wizard. Optional fields for this report
are available within the Yearling Wizard. This Field Form will be displayed in multiple parts as well.
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Herd Health
The Heard Health Field Form corresponds with the Treatments Wizard. The first page is for
Group Processing, and the second is to record Individual Animal Treatments. The top of each page
contains information required for Treatments, such as Event, Date, and Treatment Class. The Group
Processing Form includes sections to allow for recording the group treatments administered, recording
animals, and treatment items administered to each animal in the group. The Group Processing
information is designed to be entered as a mass treatment through the Treatments Wizard. The Items and
Products are only recorded once in this form, and then each animal that comes through to be treated
should be recorded on the list.

If an animal in the group receives an individual therapeutic treatment, this can be recorded on the
Individual Animal Field Form and later entered into Cow Sense through the Individual Animal View.
This Individual Animal Treatment Record is designed to record treatments administered to a single
animal and any subsequent treatments on the same form.

